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THE PROGRAM «CONNECT» ADDRESSES FEMALE RESEARCHERS...

- Postdoc (late PhD only if seats are not fully booked) from science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
- interested in the next career steps
- eager to get to know industrial career opportunities
- with time for 4 one-day-workshops

PROGRAM DETAILS

- Language is English
- Agenda:
  - 17 October or 23 October 2019*: “Boost your career” with Monika Clausen, in Bern
  - 18 November 2019: “Meet role models at Roche”, in Basel
  - 11 December 2019: “Meet role models at ABB”, in Baden-Dättwil
  - 30 January 2020: Wrap up of the program and discussion on “Smooth transfer from academia to industry” with HR and leadership representatives of all participating institutions
- Participants are expected to attend all 4 one-day-workshops.

- Costs: the program is free of charge thanks to the support of project partners, academic institutions and Swissuniversities
- Application: Seats are limited, application is needed by August 30 2019 the latest.
- Further details as well as the application form are available on www.connect-women.ch

*Due to higher degree of interaction, the group of participants will be split into two. Participants are expected to attend one of the two identical sessions.